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Abstract. Inter-contextual design refers to a process where an artifact is designed as a joint exercise
within a set of selected contexts, to enrich the end result. Inter-contextual design is particularly useful
for creating learning technologies, because of the inherent similitude of learning and design processes:
the  first  one aims  at  internalized  knowledge,  skills  or  attitudes,  whereas  the  latter  one  targets  at
external artifacts, digital or physical. The selection of the technical design platform is crucial for a
successful  inter-contextual  design process and needs to be based on appropriate selection criteria.
Based on the selection criteria, Multimedia Fusion was chosen as the design platform for designing a
game as an inter-contextual design exercise between different groups in Finland, i.e., children with
special needs, elderly people and  children in regular education. The game was played iteratively by
the designers cum target users and its impact was analysed in terms of inter-generational learning.

 Keywords:  Vulnerable  generations,  children,  elderly  people,  design,  education,  teaching
experiments, teaching methods, user-centred design, inter-contextual design, special education



1   Introduction

We introduce a novel approach for designing a learning environment, called inter-contextual design. The
motivation for this research is to understand and make use of the main factors when groups of children are designing
computer games and playing them in diverse contexts. We call the setup an inter-contextual design setting. An inter-
contextual design setting combines the strengths of a-contextual and contextual design settings. The former refers to
a setting where design work happens in a laboratory setting where artifacts are designed in a setting different from
the one of the intended users, without the users’ participation. The latter refers to a setting where design takes place
in the users’ context. A-contextual design is efficient and delivery-oriented, but its end results is possibly irrelevant
to most users; i.e., ineffective. Contextual design is effective for the target group, but might not be easy to generalize
for larger audiences, i.e., inefficient.

 Another motivation for the study is to give diverse users, for example children in special needs education
and elderly people, a possibility to design games. An inter-contextual design setting should accommodate the input
of unconventional user groups to promote invention, insight, and innovation.

 An  inter-contextual  design  setting  requires  a  model  for  measuring  immersion  and  enjoyment  of  the
participants in the design process.  It  is essential to observe insights and inspiration of the  tutors of the design
process. A typical design setting in the current study has participants who are special needs students of 11-13 years
old and two tutors, a computer scientist (M.Sc. student in Computer Science) and a doctoral student in Computer
Science who is also a practicing special education teacher. 

Computer  games are  used  by an increasing number  of  people,  especially children,  from most  diverse
contexts.  The entertainment industry and computer  game industry also produce games for  education.  The term
edutainment refers to digital products in the intersection of strict entertainment and education. Complementary to
research  that  evaluates  the  educational  benefits  of  games,  we are  interested  in  finding characteristic  factors  of
children´s game design processes. 

The research tasks of this study are as follows:

 Analyze interrelation between design and learning;

 Derive the definition of inter-contextual design;

 Define the basis of an experimental setup for an inter-contextual design process of a game; and

 Analyze the experimental setup.

2. The role of context in learning

2.1   Early learning theories

Learning theories have undergone an evolution since the early theories of the behaviorists, such as Pavlov,
Watson, Thorndike and Skinner, who described learning very mechanistically as stimulus-response-reinforcement.
The early cognitive-Gestalt theorists, including Köhler, saw learning in nebulous terms of the mind making a new
whole or Gestalt from elements, and that the Gestalt amounts to more than the sum total of the elements (Köhler,
1947). The theory of Jean Piaget put a more differentiated theory on the table, portraying learning as the outcome of
at least three interacting factors, namely the state of natural development of the mind, information from outside, and
the mind either assimilating information from outside into an existing schema or accommodating the information by
creating new schemata. 

2.2   Constructivist learning

Constructivist learning is a theory that shifted the spotlight to the role of the learner and his or her mental
activity in  learning.  Constructivist  learning  theory maintains  that  learning  entails  not  merely the  absorption of
information from outside, but that the learner takes an active part in constructing new knowledge, interpreting new



information and attaching meaning to that information. By means of this processing of the information from outside
the end result of learning is not at all a literal, photo-copy image of the information received, equal in content; but
the information gets transformed into knowledge, where personal experience, existing knowledge, beliefs and values
play a decisive role. This constructivist vision on learning is aimed at a qualitative change in the life of the student;
brought about by this new knowledge, education and any other relevant form of inter-human interaction (such as
consultation  or  design)  aimed  at  learning  as  end  result.  It  should  revolve  around  stimulating,  assisting  and
supporting the learner in his/her self-constructed knowledge content and skills. If this view of learning is accepted,
then the learning context will be an important factor for learning.

2.3   Types of learning contexts and their importance

Learning context falls out into two sub-categories:  intra-learner context, and extra-learner context. Intra-
learner context refers to what is inside the mind, psyche and life of the learner, as well as bodily functions (e.g.,
motor  skills).  Salient  in  this  regard  is  not  only what  the  learner  already knows,  but  also  his/her  experiences,
hierarchy of values, attitudes, skills, emotional and cognitive intelligence, self-esteem, external or internal locus of
control, levels and sources of inspiration and motivation, and personal objectives and goals. Learners come into the
learning situation with valuable knowledge and experiences. One of the most important and clearest studies done on
the effect of pre-knowledge on learning is De Groot’s study, in which he compared experienced chess players with
beginner  chess  players (De  Groot,  1946). The  learner  will  compare  new  information  with  existing
conceptualizations and beliefs. The learner is actively busy drawing conclusions, and laying relations between old
knowledge and new information. Learning does not take place in isolation. The extra-learner context also plays a
role. Three salient facets of the extra-learner environment are socio-economic descent of the learner, social relations
in the learning environment and the cultural background of the learner.

2.4   Promoting constructivist learning via socialization of learning contexts

A final factor in the contextual complexity is the social relations within the learning situation. This part of
the context and its influence on learning has best been explicated by the social constructivist learning theorists, and
is a refinement of Constructivist learning theory. Individuals gain knowledge and insight through interaction with
each other and their environment (Kim, 2008). Alison King, for example, found that the interaction of learners with
each other creates the opportunity to model their thought processes on each other. This results in the creation of new
knowledge and comprehension (King, 2002). The social constructivist view stresses that the most optimal learning
environment is one in which there exists a dynamic interaction between the teachers, the learners and the task to
create,  to develop, and to discover own knowledge through interaction (Derry,  1999).  In fact, a whole didactic
approach, named cooperative learning, has been developed in which the employment and management of small
group dynamics among peers stand central in the enhancement of learning results (Johnson et Johnson, 2009).People
are designing computer games and playing them in diverse contexts. We call the setup an inter-contextual design
setting. An inter-contextual design setting combines the strengths of a-contextual and contextual design settings.  An
artifact designed in an inter-contextual setting is, first of all, possible to use by a large number of diverse users,
because its design reflects the requirements of  different users, so it is efficient. Secondly, the artefact is effective,
because its design has been influenced by the real users' input. 

3. A-contextual, contextual and inter-contextual design

An a-contextual design process can be seen as interaction that gives little, if any, space for communication
between designer(s) and the target group of users. The a-contextual point of view serves the individual requirements
of the designer better than those of design collaboration between the designer and the target group. Communication
in an a-contextual design process is one-directional, parallel and instructional, there is no cooperative dialogue or
genuine interaction or elaborated feedback in an a-contextual design process, or cooperative dialogue is at most
minimal. A typical situation is to design a product without the feedback of user or users. This is both based on and
results  in  communicative  barriers  between  the  designer  and  the  users.  Common school  textbooks  are  typical
products  of  an  a-contextual  design  process.  Textbook authors  write  text  and  compose  tasks,  learners  read  and
compile answers.



A contextual design process is opposite to the a-contextual approach. In a contextual process, a product is
designed together, by using common knowledge between the designer and the users. The target and motivation to
produce is common and known by both, designers and users.

Besides the shortcomings of contextual design in generalizing its products, another limitation of contextual
design is that it does not necessarily change the local situation, but remains conservative rather than reformative or
transformative. The specifications and requirements imposed and dictated from external source in a generalized
manner to the context become highly irrelevant. For example, an authority respecting teacher might find it hard to
contextualize a given national curriculum.

Participatory design (PD) is close to contextual design. In PD,  users are considered to be the foremost
experts of their work, the result being a better system design and more usable software.  Participatory design is a
high-level, overarching methodology that involves end-users in the design process. (Walsh 2011)

User centered systems design (UCSD) is used to build programs that are suitable for users. UCSD aims to
use goals, tasks and needs of user(s) throughout the entire development process and further throughout the system
lifecycle. UCSD consists of designs for usability, evaluation, feedback, and analysis. (Gulliksen et al 2003)

Hyper-contextual design is an extension of contextual design. It serves both a local group and several users
or groups of users. The process can be processed locally but the product can be used generally. The product can be
designed by a group, but feedback, dialogue and evaluation are processed by users other than those involved in the
original design process. According to Islas Sedano, “a hyper-contextualized game (HGC) is a locally designed game
system, which helps its players to gain awareness of different subjects by using specific elements of its continuously
changing context”. (Islas Sedano 2012)

An inter-contextual design process is based on interaction between groups that comprise of designers and
users,  and  communication  occurs  between  groups.  The  groups  provide  different,  complementary  and  possibly
conflictive opinions to the design process of the target product.

Distributed participatory design (DPD) is an expansion of participatory design, and close to the concept of
inter-contextual  design. According to Obendorf et  al.,  DPD needs to cope with settings where stakeholders  are
distributed  across  various  dimensions  of  time,  space,  and  organization.  (Obendorf  et  al.,  2009;  Walsh,  2011).
Although  DPD  is  related  to  inter-contextual  design,  the  difference  is  that  an  inter-contextual  design  process
deliberately searches for  diverse  settings that  contribute,  even intervene,  to  the design process  from their  own
backgrounds and with their roles. This is not only to distribute the process among existing stakeholders,  but to
actively enhance and enrich the product by intensified diversity.

Figure 1: Centralized and distributed inter-contextual design

 

In  a centralized model (Figure 1) of an inter-contextual design process, one group starts and leads the
production process of the artifact. In the centralized model, there is a group, called an alpha group, in the middle of
other groups, like the sun and the planets in solar system. The alpha group leads and coordinates the other groups in
the design process.



The distributed model is a basis for a system of equal groups. One group starts processing an artifact, later
all groups involved are taking part in the process by commenting upon and developing the artifact. During the
process, the artifact will be circulated between groups. One group can be a leader in a meeting, but all groups have
equal importance, although possibly different roles in the process.  

In both models, the artifact will be finished by the network of independent groups. It is important that the
groups are truly diverse and heterogeneous, so that the inter-contextual design process leads to context tolerant
products, based on the inputs and interventions of the diversity of the network of groups.

In the world of computer games and serious games, an inter-contextual design process results in games,
designed  by  mutually  brainstorming  groups.  Any  group  can  use  the  game,  and  its  comments  will  lead  to
regenerations and reformulations of the game. 

Figure 2: The line between learning and design is blurred 

When designing a learning environment, all the factors related to contextual design should be well taken
into account when the aim is to develop an inter-contextual learning environment with maximal applicability. While
the learning theory of behaviorism would be an a-contextual design approach, the cognitivist theory is an extremist
of  a  contextual  approach;  and  the  socio-constructivistic  theory follows  an  inter-contextual  approach.  It  would
therefore be worthwhile to develop learning aids, in the case of this article,  a game, that takes benefit of these
approaches to  learning,  thus enriching or  enhancing learners’ thinking faculties.  Thus the learning tool will  be
deliberately designed,  so  as  to  assist  learners  to  escape  from their  contextual-determined  and  limited  ways  of
thinking and learning. At least learners from different contextual backgrounds (be it age-wise, different geographical
areas, socio-economic, linguistic, ethnic, religious, or whatever backgrounds) could be placed together around a
game, so that the game becomes an exercise in inter-cultural education, whereby learners learn from each other’s
cultures. But better still the socio-constructivistic learning process could be used as the model or framework for
getting inter-contextual influences into a design process. The designed artifact or service becomes a product of an
inter-contextual design process, like a socially accepted learning outcome is a product of an inter-subjective learning
process.

In designing a learning tool it should be borne in mind that the different theories differentially presuppose
various learning activities,  and in  this respect  progression is  also observable.  In  Table 1 the learning activities
pertaining to  the  various  learning theories  are  presented,  in  depicting learning  activities  Bloom’s  taxonomy of
learning objectives was drawn upon. Table 1 also shows that the boundaries between learning and design are blurred
(see Figure 2).



4. Relation between learning theories and design processes

While  the  learning  theory  of  behaviorism  would  be  related  to  the  a-contextual  design  approach,  the
constructivist theory is a relative to contextual design approach and lastly, socio-constructivist theory relates to inter-
contextual design approach as shown in Table 1. It would therefore be worthwhile to develop learning aids, in the
case of this article, a game, that takes benefit of these approaches to learning, thus enriching or enhancing learners’
thinking faculties. Thus the learning tool will be deliberately designed, so as to assist learners to escape from their
contextually determined and limited ways of thinking and learning.  At least  learners  from different  contextual
backgrounds (be it age-wise, different geographical areas, socio-economic, linguistic, ethnic, religious, or whatever
backgrounds)  could be placed together  around a game,  so that  the game becomes an exercise in inter-cultural
education, whereby learners learn from each other’s cultures. But better still the constructivist learning process could
be used as the model or  framework for getting inter-contextual  influences into a design process.  The designed
artifact or service becomes a product of an inter-contextual design process, like a socially accepted learning outcome
is a product of an inter-subjective learning process.

 Table 1:  Relation between learning theories and design processes

Learning Theory Design Process

Behavioristic A-Contextual Design

Constructivist Contextual Design

 User Centered Design

 Participatory Design

 Hyper-Contextual Design

Socio-Constructivist Distributed Participatory Design

Inter-Contextual Design

5. Experimental setup

5.1   Basis of the experimental setup

As discussed, an inter-contextual design process guarantees high quality artifacts by collaborating designers
cum users from different contexts including the ones with special backgrounds and needs, like children with special
education and elderly people. The socio-constructivist learning paradigm emphasizes the importance of the extra-
learner context and its impact on the learning process and outcomes. It is essential to expose a design process to
diverse contexts so that the designed artifact would represent the diversity of its future users. In addition, the role of
different designer groups helps in identifying the multitude of requirements of the intended learning environment, to
be designed as an inter-contextual process.

The criteria of selecting the users participating in the design phase is based on the thoughts of Schneider
and Barsoux cited by Saunders that every cultural group shapes an individual’s thinking, and the mosaic of these
multiple cultural groups or environments affects the individual tremendously (Saunders et al., 2010). The group
members can be categorized demographically on the basis of age or years of experience (Beyer et Holtzblatt, 1998).
The essence of a cultural group can be defined by analyzing the relations and flow of information among the group
members.

March  and  Smith identify two design  processes  and  four  design  artifacts  produced  by design  science
research. The two processes are build and evaluate. The artifacts are constructs, models, methods and instantiations.
Purposeful artifacts are built to address heretofore unsolved problems. They are evaluated with respect to the utility
provided in solving those problems (March et Smith, 1995). Constructs provide the language in which problems and



solutions are  defined and  communicated.  Models  use  constructs  to  represent  a  real  world situation,  the  design
problem  and  its  solution  space.  Models  aid  problem  and  solution  understanding  and  frequently  represent  the
connection between problem and solution components enabling exploration of the effects of design decisions and
changes in the real world. Methods define processes that provide guidance on how to solve problems and search the
solution space. These can range from formal, mathematical algorithms that explicitly define the search process to
informal,  textual  descriptions of  good practices.  Instantiations show that  constructs,  models or  methods can be
implemented  in  a  working  system.  They demonstrate  feasibility,  enabling  concrete  assessment  of  an  artifact’s
suitability to its intended purpose. They also enable researchers to learn about the real world, how the artifact affects
it, and how users appropriate it.

In the experimental setup, the four design artifacts translate and become analogous to different components
and aspects of the setup. Constructs are analogous to the dynamic or interactive visualizations used by the children
to express their ideas. In the game that was developed during the experiment, these visualizations were used to
model the game design that drew inspiration from the First  of May celebration taking place during the start of
design.  Methods  become  analogous  to  the  condition-action  events  used  to  clearly  modularize  the  gameplay
activities.  And lastly,  this setup in itself became analogous to an instantiation demonstrating the feasibility and
relevance of inter-contextual design in game development project. This has been shown in Table 2.

 Table 2:  Relevant analogies to the four design artifacts introduced by March and Smith (1995)

Design Artifact Relevant Analogy

Constructs Dynamic or interactive visualizations

Model Game design based on real world situation
(First of May)

Methods Condition-action events

Instantiation Inter-Contextual game development project

5.2. Selection criteria for the technical development platform

To facilitate the inter-contextual  design and build expressive games, it  is  of  great  importance to use a
platform that is easy to learn. The designers and users of the game product must be able to construct their ideas into
living realities. Since a contextual design passes through a lot of transformations by synchronization of ideas among
individual designers and users, it  would be highly effective if the story boarding makes use of randomized yet
creative means of development. The story boarding should not be focused on the programming concepts hard coded
in a computer language, but rather with simple visualizations. Since in this initiative we try to inculcate young
children  and  elderly  people  in  the  designing  phase,  it  makes  sense  to  give  them  the  power  of  associating
visualizations with real life objects or simple imaginations that are functionally capable of demonstrating the game
plan. Also with the advent of this technique of designing, the designers should become familiar with programming
paradigms and models unconsciously.  This will enable them in later stages to develop better games when they
decide to use higher level programming languages in a more robust manner as they would be able to relate to their
preliminary  concepts  of  game  design  acquired  previously using  this  designing  technique.  For  example,  while
developing the visualizations, the designers will realize the significance of the visualizations’ relation with “objects”
in any object oriented programming language. The rules or the events of the game play will later seem familiar to
the “condition-action” paradigm readily used in the world of programming. The use of predefined functions to
develop the events of a game will stimulate a sense of reusing the modules to achieve the required functionality, an
ethic used extensively to improve upon the works of previous generations. The “properties” of an “object” should be
mapped to the possible characteristics of a common visualization that justifies its existence in the game-play. While
designing a game, it is also of utmost importance to focus upon the processes necessary to achieve qualitative results
in a reasonable amount of time. The breakdown of the stages of game-play in terms of “frames” will demonstrate
how the designer thinks about the possible scenarios and how they form a sequence of beads joined together with the
string of their story. This unconsciously develops a sense of “abstraction” in practice among our target designers, a



cherished quality in a programming career. The platform should provide good means of linking the hardware inputs
from devices like mouse and keyboard with the visualizations of the storyboard.

Keeping all these specifications of a game design platform in mind, we have chosen Multimedia Fusion 2
that fulfills all these requirements sufficiently. Also the availability to develop the games for different platforms like
Windows, iOS and Android is a feature that holds good promise in cross platform communicating games.

5.3. Phases of the experimental setup

The young users participating in this design context are the students aged ten to thirteen at  a Finnish
primary school, Karsikko School in Joensuu, Finland. The designing process consisted of three phases, as illustrated
in Figure 3 and explained in detail below.

Figure 3: Three phases of the experiment

In the  first phase we lead the design process in a class of students challenged in terms of emotions and
behavior.  Some of  them suffer from Asperger  Syndrome,  Tourette syndrome or  other  behavior problems. After
interactive demonstrations of the abilities of development platform, the children were asked to come up with an
inspiration for their preliminary game design ideas. Since this phase started in April and May 2013, the inspiration
of the game to the children came from the celebrations of the First of May in Finland. After iterative discussions and
following the two simple design processes of build and play, as suggested by March and Smith (1995), the children
came up with a presentable prototype of the game.

In the second phase the children with special education demonstrated the designed game to a class of ten
regular students aged 10 years, gave them the opportunity to play the game and provide feedback. The session was
conducted under the supervision of their teachers and trainers. The feedback was collected in May 2013 from the
children in the form of written answers to a prepared questionnaire.

In the third phase the children with special education, similarly, demonstrated the game to the members of
an  activity group for  elderly people,  subscribed  to  Toimentupa,  at  the Lutheran Church of  Joensuu,  under the
supervision of teachers and trainers. Elderly people were interviewed with video camera to collect the feedback in
May 2014. They all constituted of females aged between 70 and 80. They played the game in their club space at the
Lutheran parish house of Joensuu.

5.4. Questionnaire for collecting feedback

The questionnaire for collecting the feedback was prepared in advance, and it was answered by the users in
a written or oral form. The structure of the questionnaire or interview was as follows but not restricted to:

 Pros and cons of the program/software/game?
 What purpose is the game suitable for (learning or entertainment)?



 How would you change the game so that it would serve your purposes in a better way? Think about 
functions, graphics, soundscape, story, characters, etc.

 What objects (pictures for example) or functions would you like to design into the game?
 What kind of a game/program of comparable purpose would you design for your peers or other age groups?

Every child and elderly person played the game at least four times. After playing the game everyone gave
feedback, children by writing, elderly people to the video camera. 

5.5. Results of experiment                       

The experiment involved designers and users from different backgrounds and age groups. This diversity of
contexts not only persisted among the children and elderly people but also among their supervisors. The supervisors
or guides were a special education teacher who is pursuing the doctoral research in computer science and a master
student research in computer science with a strong technical background. This expertise in different disciplines led
to an intensive analysis of the setup from multiple perspectives.

Different types of  vulnerable people  were served with different means via this setup to challenge their
cognitive and physical restrictions. The first set of vulnerable people included special education children suffering
from social and behavior problems like Asperger syndrome and Tourette syndrome. The exercise became a means to
trigger high levels of interests and mechanism to keep them busy to avoid behavior problems. For children suffering
from Asperger syndrome, it was a productive utilization of intelligence with focus on game implementation. One of
the important observations was that the presentation made by these special children to the normal children became
the means of socializing which otherwise is not very common. For instance, these children became aware of the
level of their peers’ emotions while playing the game and suggested ideas for its improvement. The second set of
regular children had a lot of ideas to improve the game and majority of them liked the game with some of them
stating it  to be a bit addictive. Apart from this, their appreciation towards the special children was noticed and
showed high interest to get more deeply involved in the designing and implementation of the game. The third set of
elderly people rarely if ever had been playing computer games prior to the experiment. They stated that it slowly
increased their accuracy with mouse handling but suggested that the speed of the game should be adjustable. This
showed their response to the restrictions of physical movement. There were suggestions about changing the game
objects for a better gameplay experience. One of them after getting inspired with the exercise stated that she had
design ideas to improve the memory of the players, especially people of her own age.

6. Conclusion

The use of the socio-constructivist learning approach in inter-contextual design is the means of developing
an effective and efficient product highly relevant to the target users.  This has been concluded after an in-depth
analysis  of  different  learning  paradigms  and  design  approaches  with  justifying  the  experimental  setup.  The
definition of the inter-contextual  design has been concluded and theoretically referenced to appropriate sources.
Bringing together the intra-learner and extra-learner contexts of designing ensures the creativity of an individual
influenced and inspired by different cultural groups. It  is important to note that the processes of designing and
learning are executed simultaneously and they  dissolve into each other.  Also,  the chemistry between different
contexts ensures high aesthetic value of the designed artifact or product. 

The choice of the platform to simulate an inter-contextual design environment is very important to develop
the game in different contexts. The selection criterion of this platform is based on the features and reasons of easy
learning that highly resonate with the inter-contextual  design requirements. The future of this research involves
inculcating more target  users from different backgrounds and contexts to develop the game further and analyze
them. There will be a generation of huge amount of information resulting in the requirement to develop more refined
and functionally powerful designing platform. The concepts related to the game that will be developed might trigger
the creation of new types of technologies, which will help in building more interactive games in the future. The
future objectives of this research would be about inculcating groups of different ages from other geographical areas
and study how they understand the developed game and the ideas that they generate. 
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